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Preface

This work was sponsored by the Federal Aviation Administration's Office of the Chief Scientific and Technical
Advisor for Human Factors (AAR-100). We are very grateful to Lawrence Cole (AAR-100) for his technical
guidance, administrative support, brilliant suggestions, and good cheer.
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AREA (APPROXIMATE)
1square inch (sqin,in1) =65 so^iam centimeters
(em1)

1square foot (sqft, ft7) = 009 square raster (m'(
1square yard (so, yd, yd*) =08square meter (m')
1square mile (sq mi, mr1) =2.6 square kilometers (km1)

Ikuometo(km) = 06 mite (mi)

AREA (APPROXIMATE)
1square centimeter (cml =016 square Inch (sq in, in")

1square meter(m') =\2 square yards (sq yd, yd1)
1square Wlometerflon') =04square mile (sq ml, ml1)
1O000 square meters (m1) = 1hectare (ha)=25 acres

1acre=0,4 hectare (he) = 4,000 square meters (m1)

MASS - WEIGHT (APPROXIMATE)
1 ounce (oz) = 28 grams(gm)
1 pound (lb) = 045 kilogram (kg)
1 short tons 2400 = 0.9 tonne (t)
pounds (lb)

MASS -WEIGHT (APPROXIMATE)
1gram(gm) = 0036ounce (oz)
1kilogram (kg) =12 pounds (lb)
1tonne (I) = 1,000 kilograms (kg)
= 1.1 short tons
_

VOLUME (APPROXIMATE)
1 teaspoon (lap) = 5 milliliters (ml)
1 tablespoon (tbsp) = 15milliliters (ml)

1 fluid ounce(flu) = 30milliliters (ml)
1cup(e) = 0.24liter(I)

VOLUME (APPROXIMATE)
1milliliter (ml) =003fluid ounce (fl oz)
1liter (i) r 2.1 pints(pt)
1liter (I) = 1.06 quarts (qt)
inter (1)

1 pint (pi) = a47 liter(1)
1 quart (qt) = 036 liter(I)
1galton(gal) = 03 liters(I)

1cubic loot (cu ft, ft1) = 0j03 cubic meter (ml
1cubic yard (cu yd, yd*) = 076 cubic meter [af)
TEMPERATURE (EXACT)
[(X-32)(5V9)J'F = y'C

IcuBfcmeterJm') =36cu»cfeet(cuft,fr)
1cubic meter (m1) =1.3 cubic yards (cu yd, yd")
TEMPERATURE (EXACT)
t(95)y +32)'C = x<F
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An Elephant Might
Never Forget, but
We're not that Lucky:
How to Make the

Most of the Memory
X
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you Have
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Human Memory is unreliable and needs all the help it can get. Observe the
memory-joggers used by other controllers and use whatever cues work for you.

"Working"

with specific
information helps
P£flAT 1ve iNrefiAiATtOAf
•To yvatsgir
#1

y^ftH8" uRfii

scof* ^

to strengthen your
memory for that

£//«:* RtAttACkS
AHAittsr n» srttn

information.

Even the simple
act of writing
something down

can help you to
remember it.
Mtmui'u

Some things, such as
unusual circumstances

that pose no danger or
require no Immediate
action, are easier to

forget than others. Even
in low workload

conditions, distractions
can clobber short-term

or "working" memory.
Get a situation back to

normal, while you're still
thinking about itotherwise you might
forget about it or think
you already did
something you only

planned on doing.
-i

Do whatever you can to
unclutteryour screen
and categorize

You r4eto a
LOT OF Woff-K.
OM YOU*.

information.

•vtousEKKPirtft/

For example, some

its fnsl«ci

facilities use different

color strip holders for
departures and arrivals.
Another example of
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useful categorization is
shortening the data
blocks (or the leader
line to zero) after
switching an aircraft to

another frequency.1
r

I SAID:
"TAXI INTO

PO6ITI0I4 AMD'

Qkbf U>r
Controller-Pilot
Communications:
How to talk to Pilots

so They'll Hear What
You Want Them to
Hear

7

Give pilots no more

than three pieces of
Information In a single

V\EAJRS-

transmission.
FUSee*. 213, -aw**. corAr^cr,
FNE. riOKTU OF THE. VOWE*. TAAMV.

The complexity of the
controller's
transmission has a

direct effect on the

pilot's ability to
remember it - there are

fewer read back errors

and requests for

repeats with short and

simple transmissions.2,3
8
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Many different studies show that, on the ground and in the air, cramming too
much information in a single transmission can cause problems.

In a study of incident reports submitted by pilots and controllers, "multiple
instructions given in the same ATC transmission" were associated with 49% of

altitude deviations and 43% of the potential altitude deviations.4
A study of en route (ARTCC) voice tapes showed a 1-3% miscommunication rate
(i.e., readback errors and requests for repeats) for clearances containing one
to four pieces of information and an 6% rate for transmissions containing five
or more elements. Clearances containing five or more pieces of information
made up only 4% of the messages examined, butaccounted for 26% of the
readback errors found in the study.3

Almost two-thirds of the pilots who said they had difficulties in remembering
ATC ground instructions said that ATC issues too much information too

rapidly.5
<7
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Avoid issuing strings of instructions to different aircraft.

A pilot's memory for an instruction is hindered by extraneous
information presented before and after it.
iv

When issuing a
clearance that is

different from what

the pilot was told to
expect, EMPHASIZE
NEGATIVE. ACEAIRe XSVW
CLIMB A^D MAMTMN

the difference.

FU70 -REPEAT-FL27rt

A study of Aviation Safety

Reporting System (ASRS)
reports found that 33% of
the communication errors

between the cockpit and
ATC that resulted in

6000 READBMKS ARE.

,

/.//<£ MOA/£/ IA/ 77/£ BAA/*/

J

runway transgressions

identified pilot
expectations as
contributing to the error.6
ry

We are all set up to hear

what we expect to hear.
This is one reason why
catching readback errors
is such a difficult task.

Use the pilots' readbacks
like you do any other

piece of information.
Actively listen to the
readbacks and check

them against any other
information (such as

strip notations). This will
help to guard against
hearback errors and serve

as a check that you
issued the clearance that

you Intended to issue.
12

Studies of voice tapes from actual operations reveal that
readback errors occur in less than one percent of all
controller transmissions.3'75'9™ On average, 66% of these
readback errors are corrected by the controller, but the
proportion of readback errors corrected by the controller
varies widely with the ATC environment. While en route

controllers corrected 89% of the readback errors,3 only 50%

of the readback errors on the ground frequency were
corrected.7 On the TRACON and local control frequencies,
controllers corrected 60% and 63%, respectively.8,9

15

To err is Human.

Unfortunately, to err

repeatedly is also

i NtveR SPECIFlCALLf <<**

o,„mii.a* ""• stars. i/bswi>

human.

ALWAYS inform the

pilot when there is a
similar call sign on the

frequency. This will
alert the pilots to be
particularly careful and
will help to reduce the
probability of a pilot
accepting a clearance
intended for another
aircraft.

/•f

Taken from an actual ASRS report
(Accession Number 190010)

A study of reports submitted
VZAfi ASRS .. .
. . . "X DID /VOT ISS(jl£
SIMILAR CALL

S/6/V-5

BecAiise both pilots
SSMAteb -To B£ A\*/AR£ OF

to the Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASR5) on
pilot-controller
communication errors

showed that:

1. Over haIf (54%) of the
reports describing

SI

incidents of pilots accepting
a clearance intended for
another aircraft involved

similar call signs.6
2. Similar call signs were also
identified as a contributing

factor in 43% of the reports
of communication errors

resulting in near mid-air

*Taken from an actual ASRS report
(Accession Number 169395)

collisions and 21% of the

errors resulting in loss of

standard separation.6
'.r

Speaking slowly and distinctly
gives any listener a better
chance of correctly hearing
what was said. However, it is

especially Important to speak
S-L-O-W-L-Yand DISTINCTLY

to foreign pilots.

As we speed up our speech
rate, we lose many of the

cues that help us tell the
difference between certain

speech sounds. Those cues
can mean the difference

between understanding the
clearance that was issued

and needing to ask for a

repeat, especially for pilots
whose native language is not
English.
16

Pilots have been

known to interpret
what they were told

to expect as the
actual clearance.

Issue "expect"
clearances with
caution and

emphasize any
differences between
the actual clearance

and what the pilot
had been told to

expect.
'7

Speaking quickly may
seem like a timesaver,
but it can backfire.

In one simulation study

the rate of pilot readback errors doubled
when the same

controller issued the

same complex
clearances in a

moderately faster

speaking voice.11

^

Good microphone technique is critical to
prevent clipping call signs; key the
transmitter and then pause for a second
before speaking.

Even when it's not clipped, we often don't
hear the first syllable of a message.

Never issue negative commands {e.g.,
"Don't climb") and always be sure that
the action word in your instruction is

what you want the pilot to do.
One of the early developmental versions of
TCAS had negative resolution advisories
(RAs) such as "Don't Climb" and "Don't
Descend". Initial testing in simulators

showed that pilots responded

inappropriately (such as climbing in response
to a "Don't Climb") fifty percent of the time a
negative alert was presented.12Consequently,
all negative RA's were eliminated.
f4

A study of communications in the en route environment showed
that maneuvers issued for traffic avoidance took almost twice as

long to complete if the controller had to repeat part or all of the
clearance. The time from the beginning of the controller's

clearance to the end of the pilot's acknowledgment took an
average of 19 seconds when a partial or full repeat was required,
and nine seconds when the pilot responded correctly to the first
transmission. Interestingly, less critical clearances (i.e., turns
issued for any other reason but traffic avoidance) took about the
same amount of time to successfully transmit. On average, 11

seconds elapsed between the controller's first transmission and
the end of the pilot's correct acknowledgment. While things may
seem to happen almost instantaneously, in reality, we must plan
for these human response times just as we plan for aircraft
response times.1
13
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Know Your

Limitations:

How to Recognize
Common Threats to
Performance

21

High workload and stress can induce
"tunnel vision", that is, focussing your
attention on a small area. Force

yourself to scan in a consistent

manner to help ensure that no aircraft
or situation is forgotten.

Never assume that a pilot will follow
the clearance that was issued. Keep

up your scan and check.
A study in the United Kingdom found
that altitude busts were primarily

caused by pilots not complying with
ATC vertical clearances which had been

read back correctly. The study also
found that twice as many busts occur

during climb as during descent.14

Stress Impairs memory and makes it easier to forget
things. Take time to mentally step back, scan, and assess
the situation.

learn to recognize your own personal signs of stress and
those of your colleagues. This may include: talking too

fast or too loud, moving close up to the scope, sweating,
Increased heart rate, or other signals. Remember, air

traffic control is a team effort. Call for help before the
situation gets out of control.

•23

Treat other
controllers as a

resource. Encourage
their feedback and

consider what they
have to say.

2-f
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It's a good idea to inform pilots whenever there is an
aircraft In close proximity that the pilot might see, but
not expect to see. Good information can go a long way
toward preventing faulty perceptions.
In October 1993, a near mid-air collision occurred In

Washington Center airspace when a pilot misread his TCAS
and descended In front of his traffic. Mistaking "&00" for
"000", the pilot thought he was at the same altitude as an
aircraft that was actually almost 1,000 feet below him.

-zj-
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Fatigue

Busters: Tips
for Sleeping
better and

Maintaining
Alertness on
the Job

27

GET ENOUGH SLEEP.
Optimal performance is impossible without adequate sleep. Sleep is necessary for
both our physical and psychological well-being. Not getting enough sleep affects
memory and our abilities to perform complex tasks (like the planning and

problem-solving necessary to predict and resolve conflicts between aircraft).
Working on a schedule that changes constantly presents serious challenges to getting

adequate rest. In fact, studies show that while only 15% to 20% of day workers report
suffering sleep disturbances, up to b0% ofshiftworkers who work night shifts report
this problem.16

Acritical step in maintaining alertness on the job is getting sufficient quantity and
quality ofsleep off thejob. This means not only getting an adequate amount ofsleep
(for most people, 7to &1/2 hours), but it also means getting uninterrupted sleep.
Interruptions to your sleep reduce the quality ofyour sleep. Sleep disruptions can also
deprive you ofthe deep stage ofsleep. All ofthis means that even an adequate
amount ofsleep may not make you feel rested when you wake up; quality is as
important as quantity.
28

Even a small sleep decrement can affect
performance. Know your limitations.

Did you know that: ^'0'-P
There is an Increase In traffic accidents on the

Monday after daylight-saving time begins and a
decrease In accidents on the Monday after the return
to standard time.17

2<?

SLEEP BUSTERS:
CAFFEINE

Everyone knows that drinking coffee near bedtime can make it difficult to get to sleep. What
you may not know is that caffeine can also disrupt sleep even in people who fall asleep easily
after consuming caffeine. For a better night's sleep, avoid caffeine for six hours before
bedtime.

SMOKING

Nicotine is a stimulantand cigarette smoking can interfere with sleep.18
"When eight men who had consistently smoked between one-and-a-half and three packs ofcigarettes a
day for at leasttwo years were persuaded to stopabruptly, they fell asleep faster and woke less during

the night, reports Constantin Soldatos, M.P. and his colleagues at Pennsylvania State University. These
improvements occurred despite unpleasant daytime effects of (abrupt) cigarette withdrawal..."
(p. 127).19

If you are a smoker who has trouble sleeping, now you have one more reason to quit. And, if
you are a smoker who would like to be a non-smoker, seeyour doctor. There are new and
effective ways to help you quit for good.
30

MORE SLEEP BUSTERS:
ALCOHOL

Drinking alcoholic beverages may help you to fall asleep faster, but it will make the quality of
sleep that you get worse than it would have been ifyou had no alcohol.
LIGHT, HEAT, and NOISE

Sleep in a cool, dark, quiet place. Constant "white noise", like the hums produced by air
conditioners and fans help to cover up other noises, making them less likely to disturb your
sleep.
COUCH POTATO LIFESTYLE

Asteady exercise program can help improve the quality ofthe sleep you get by increasing
the percentage of time you spend in the restorative deep stage of sleep. Remember, even
just one-half hour of moderate exercise three to five times a week can make a remarkable
difference in the way you feel.

3/
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THE PROS AND CONS OF CAFFEINE:
Caffeine can increase vigilance and decrease the feeling offatigue. It can also postpone

sleep (whether you want itto or not), impair the quality of the sleep that you get, and can
increase heart rate and blood pressure. It is important to know that caffeine has its
peak effects one to three hours after you consume it.

People who have caffeine regularly develop a tolerance to it and eventually need more
caffeine to feel the same effect. This makes it more difficult to use caffeine

"strategically", because you will get less ofan effect when you need it most.

People who don't regularly consume caffeine will be more sensitive to its effects (and will
find iteasier to use caffeine strategically). Sensitivity to caffeine also changes with age
so that as we get older, we get more of a "jolt" from the same amount of caffeine.
33
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CAFFEINE: WHERE TO FIND IT AND HOW TO AVOID IT
Beverages:

Cup ofCoffee -135 mg per cup.20 (This can vary widely, however, with the strength ofthe
coffee.)

Tea - 50 mg in 1cup1, Instant tea - 30mg in 5 ounces21

Coke - 75 mg in 20 ounces1, other Colas - 37-45 mg in 12 ounces20
Sunkist Orange Soda - 41 mg in 1cup20
Chocolate milk - 5mg in 0 ounces21

Water (the bottled caffeinated kind) Aqua Java - 50 to 60 mg in 17 ounces,
Krank2-0 - 100 mg, Java Water -125 mg20

3S

CAFFEINE: WHERE TO FIND IT AND HOW TO AVOID IT
Snacks and Miscellaneous:

Starbucks coffee ice cream - 40-60 mg in 1cup20
Dannon coffee yogurt - 45 mg in 1cup20

Excedrin -130 mg in 2 tablets, Anacin - 64 mg in 2 tablets20
Cascadian Farm Mocha Fudge frozen yogurt- 70mg In 1cup22

Healthy Choice Lowfat Cappuccino Mocha Fudge Ice cream - 20 mg in 1cup22
Stonyfield Farm frozen yogurt or ice cream -all coffee or mocha flavors - 0 mg22

36
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SoO SU\TC\teX> TO "DE-CAV...

Tips to Maintaining Alertness on the Job:
Now that you know how to get a good night's (or day's) sleep, here are some
other tips to help keep you alert on the job:

38

•

Spend break time under bright lights.

•

Stand up, stretch, and walk around as much as possible.

Did You Know That: V
Wearing sunglasses, eating green leafy vegetables, and not smoking can help protect your eyes by
preventing macular degeneration - a leading cause of blindness in people over 55that affects almost 30%

of people over IbF**

You may see clear or opaque specks or threads that drift across your vision and move with your eyes
(these are called floaters") or flashes of light that aren't really there. These can be perfectly harmless or
an indication that a serious problem is developing (such asatear in the retina). Only your eye doctor can
tell the difference. Getting a problem taken care of early is easy and can help save your sight.25

Adjusting the brightness on your color monitor will affect color appearance. For example, when the

intensity or brightness on the monitor is dimmed, yellow can appear brown, gold, or green.

Certain medications can affect your color vision. For example, Viagra® (sildenafil) can affect the ability to
tell the difference between green and blue. For this reason, Dr. Donato Borillo, the Commander of Flight

Medicine at Wright-Fatterson Air Force Base, recommends that pilots allow at least six hours between
taking Viagra and flying.26 Other drugs can also affect color vision - ask your doctor.

Tower controllers - wearing sunglasses changes the appearance of colors on a monitor and can increase
your chances of mistaking one colorfor another.

3?

Did You Know That...(cont'd)

The appearance ofacolor can change dramatically when the color is put on adifferent background. Don't
believe it? Look at the illustration on the inside back cover.

Want to protect your hearing? Then stay away from loud noises to guard ^,n* *^^"^J"rinfl
loss". Noise-induced hearing loss can be the result of aone-time exposure to an extremely loud noise,

repeated exposures to loud noise or extended exposure to moderate noise. This type of heanng loss is

usually gradual, painless, and permanent. So turn down the loud music, use aheadset mstead ofaspeaker

when flytng. and wear noise-red^a7p'"3* when you're using powertools or in anoisy environment. Any
sound louder than &0 dB is potentially hazardous.27 Simply put. If you need to raise your voice to be heard
over the noise, then the noise is loud enough to damage your hearing with long-time exposure.

Tinnitus or"ringing in the ears" is the perception of any sound (ringing, buzzing, whistling, etc.) that isn't in
the environment. Most people experience it at one time or another.28 Tinnitus may be asymptom of a
problem - such as hearing loss, an ear infection, an obstruction, or other disorder - that requires
medical attention.29 However, itcan also be aside-effect of some common medications such as aspirin,
ibuprofen (Advil®. Motrin®), certain antibiotics, or alcohol.29-30 It can also be caused by noise exposure,
hypertension, anemia, or stress.28

If you wear glasses or contacts and your prescription isn't as strong as it should be. you could buffering
from headaches needlessly. An undercorrection can cause headaches, particularly if you spend alot oft.me
using a computer screen.
<fO

If you are interested in more detail (and Imean a lot more detail) on human factors issues
in air traffic control, Irecommend the following two publications:
Human Factors in Air Traffic Control by V. David Hopkin, 1995. Published by Taylor &Francis, 1900 Frost

Road Suite 101. Bristol. PA 19007. This 479-page book was written for the general public by the "father" of
human factors in air traffic control. It includes an introduction to air traffic control and detailed

discussions on the topics listed below. Chapter contents are:
1. Historical introduction

2. The air traffic control system

3. The human as a system component
4. Human cognitive capabilities and limitations
5. Matching human and system
6. Airtraffic control jobs and tasks

7. Human factors contributions during airtraffic
control system evolution
&. The selection of controllers

9. The training of controllers

14. Forms of computer assistance

15. Common human factors implications of
computer assistance
16. Effects of the system on the individual controller

17. Conditions of employment
16. Measurement

19. Research and development
20. Human factors implications of
other functions related to air traffic control
21. The future

10. The work environment

11. Air traffic control displays
12. Input devices
13. Communications
+f

h..m«h F^ors in t** n~i«n and Evalnation ofAir Traffic Control Systems, K. Cardosi and E. Murphy

(Eds) 1995. This reference book and checklist (DOT/FAA/RD-95/3) is available on CO to FAA personnel
and oiher air traffic specialists free, while supplies last. This 760-page document (which » why .ts now on
CD) was sponsored by the FAA (AAR-100) and was developed for air traffic controllers who are involved in
evaluating, or writing requirements for. new ATC systems. It presents detailed discussions of human
factors issues that affect performance and should be considered in equipment/software design and
evaluation. Chaptertitles are:
1. Introduction

2. Human factors in systems acquisition
3. Visual perception

4. Auditory perception and speech communication
5. Human information processing
6. Issues in ATC automation

7. Computer-human interface (CHI) considerations
&. Workload and performance measurement in the ATC environment
9. Workstation and facility design

10. Human factors testing and evaluation
For a copy of the CD and checklist, contact:
Kim Carclosl, PTS-79

Voipe Center 55 Broadway
Cambridge. MA 02142
cardosi@volpe.dot.gov
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This is an example of how the color of the background can influence the colors of the foreground. The
lines printed on the right are exactly the same as the lines printed within the colored rectangle on the

left. (For most people, the lines look grey on the white background, look greenish on the purple back
ground and look purplish on the green background.)

This figure also illustrates how the use ofcolor can change our perception ofgrouping and space. How
many rectangles do you see on the left? How many rectangles do you see on the right? Perceptually,
color boundaries can be as effective as lines for defining space.

